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ABSTRACT

CMHC External Research Study:

Retrofitting Boiler Plants Using Fan-Assisted Radial Copper-Tube Boilers

With the increasing cost of energy, the merits of conservation are becoming very apparent to the

owners of buildings with large boiler plants. The purpose of this study, funded by CMHC,  is to

examine the factors to be considered when replacing boilers in existing boiler plants with new

fan-assisted radial-fired copper-tube (FARC) boilers.

In many cases FARC boilers are by far the most cost effective choice for retrofit application

because of their small size, light weight and high-pressure rating.

This study examines 4 boiler plants in depth, with different piping configurations to determine

the changes, if any, required to the piping and pumping to accommodate the installation of

FARC boilers.
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1.0      EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this study is to examine the factors to be considered when replacing boilers in existing boiler

plants with new fan-assisted radial-fired copper-tube (FARC) boilers.

 FARC boilers are popular for retrofit work. They are more efficient than atmospheric boilers, and are

smaller, and lighter than other boilers of similar efficiency, making them ideal as replacement boilers where

access or weight is an issue. The low mass nature of these boilers, however, has an impact on their
application. The proper flow, and consequently the water temperature rise (DT), through these boilers is

critical and must be maintained within narrow limits. Too little flow could overheat the heat exchanger and

shorten its life. Too high a flow can scrub the heat exchanger tubes, cause pitting and early failure. The

head or water pressure drop through the boiler is also much higher than other boiler types, requiring special

attention to the pumping.

This study examines 4 boiler plants with different piping configurations to determine the changes, if any,

required to the piping and pumping to accommodate the installation of fan-assisted copper-tube (FARC)

boilers.

Despite the common assumption that installing FARC boilers into an existing system can be done with little

modification (as long as they have their own pumps), an assumption supported by the literature of some

manufacturers, we have found that this is not always the case. In 3 of the 4 cases studied substantial

changes are required to the system piping and to the pumping strategy in order to ensure that FARC boilers

will achieve their expected service life.  Our study found that:

 There can be variable flow in the boiler headers, which can lead to reverse flow between the boiler

supply and return legs. This will cause the boilers to rapid cycle. Variable flow can be caused by

some uses of 3-way mixing valves, distribution systems with electric 2-way valves than cut off flow

to convectors or fan-coils, and interference between pumps.

 Low water pressure in the boiler heat exchanger can lead to steam bubbles forming and restricting

water flow, causing failure. Low water pressure can be caused by the misapplication of pumps, low

system pressure and incorrect placement of expansion tanks.

 Temperatures are more variable in systems than we previously thought, often having temperature

swings that are too rapid to be picked up with standard thermometers. The boilers must be

protected against low return water temperatures to attain maximum service life.

 Because of their small heat exchangers and air passages, FARC boilers are more susceptible to

failure caused by contaminated boiler water and dirt in the air. Additional measures must be taken

for use in dirty environments.
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1.0      RÉSUMÉ

L’objectif de la présente étude vise à relever les facteurs à envisager au moment de remplacer les

chaudières d’installations par de nouvelles chaudières radiales à tubulures de cuivre, pourvues d’un

ventilateur (FARC).

Ces chaudières connaissent de la popularité lors de travaux de rattrapage. Elles se révèlent plus efficaces

que les chaudières à brûleur atmosphérique, en plus d’être plus petites et plus légères que les chaudières

assorties d’une efficacité semblable, ce qui en fait un choix de remplacement idéal lorsque l’accès ou le

poids sont en jeu. Par contre, leur faible masse exerce une incidence sur leur application. Le mouvement
tout indiqué, et par conséquent la hausse de la température de l’eau (DT), que subissent ces chaudières

est primordial et doit être maintenu dans d’étroites limites. Un mouvement trop faible fera surchauffer

l’échangeur de chaleur et en raccourcira la durée utile. Par contre, un mouvement trop élevé risque

d’épurer les tubulures de l’échangeur de chaleur, d’occasionner des piqûres de corrosion et d’en entraîner

la défaillance hâtive. La baisse de pression d’eau que subit la chaudière est également beaucoup plus

élevée que chez les autres types de chaudières, ce qui exige une attention particulière en ce qui concerne

le pompage.

La présente étude porte sur 4 installations présentant différentes formes de tubulures en vue de déterminer

les changements, s’il y a lieu, à apporter aux tubulures et au pompage pour tenir compte de l’installation de

chaudières à tubulures de cuivre, pourvues d’un ventilateur.

Malgré l’hypothèse répandue voulant que l’installation d’une chaudière FARC dans un système existant

puisse se faire en apportant peu de modifications (pourvu que le système ait ses propres pompes),

hypothèse corroborée par la documentation de certains fabricants, nous avons découvert que ce n’est pas

toujours le cas. Dans 3 des 4 cas étudiés, d’importants changements doivent être apportés aux tubulures

du système et à la stratégie de pompage pour que les chaudières FARC atteignent leur durée en service

prévue. Voici ce que notre étude a révélé :

 Le mouvement variable dans les collecteurs des chaudières risque d’inverser le mouvement entre

l’alimentation de la chaudière et les pattes du circuit de reprise. Une telle situation soumettra les

chaudières à un cycle rapide. Le mouvement variable peut être causé par l’utilisation de robinets

mélangeurs à 3 voies, de systèmes de distribution avec robinets électriques à 2 voies qui coupent

l’alimentation en direction des convecteurs ou des ventilo-convecteurs et causent de l’interférence

entre les pompes.

 La faible pression d’eau dans l’échangeur de chaleur des chaudières peut entraîner la formation

de bulles de vapeur et restreindre le mouvement d’eau, et occasionner la défaillance de l’appareil.

La faible pression d’eau peut être attribuable à la mauvaise application des pompes, à la faible

pression du système ou à la mise en place incorrecte des vases d’expansion.

 Les températures dans les systèmes varient plus qu’on l’aurait pensé, fluctuant bien souvent trop

rapidement pour pouvoir être enregistrées par des thermomètres standards. Les chaudières

doivent être protégées contre les faibles températures de reprise de l’eau de façon à préserver la

durée utile maximale.

 En raison des petits échangeurs de chaleur et passages d’air, les chaudières FARC sont

davantage sujettes à la défaillance causée par l’eau contaminée et la saleté de l’air. D’autres

mesures doivent être prises en milieu sale.
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Disclaimer

The piping diagrams are simplified for the sake of clarity. They do not show all of the valves, controls and other

hydronic equipment required to make a heating system work. They are not intended to be a substitute for proper

engineering.

'This project was funded by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) under the terms of the External

Research Program, but the views expressed are the personal views of the authors and do not represent the official

views of CMHC
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2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY

This study concerns a class of natural gas-fired, fan-
assisted boilers that have become increasingly popular in
the past 15 years for retrofit work in large residential and
commercial buildings. These are small, low mass boilers.
Most of these boilers have a maximum input capacity of
2-million btuh, although one manufacturer makes a 3-
million btuh model and is coming out with a 5-million btuh
model. Some FARC boilers have modulating burners,
although most have single or 2-stage burners. As far as
we are aware, there is no common name for this class of
boiler, so we have coined our own name - ‘FARC’ for ‘fan-
assisted copper-tube’. Most manufacturers refer to these
boilers as ‘high-efficiency’. We refer to them as ‘medium-
efficiency’ to distinguish them from higher efficiency
condensing boilers. Typically, FARC boilers are claimed
to have 84% to 87% seasonal efficiency.

Compared to fire-tube, water-tube and cast-iron boilers, they hold very little water. Because of this,
maintaining proper flow and temperature through these boilers is very important. The objective of this study
is to determine the changes required to the existing piping and pumping to meet these and other
requirements of FARC boilers.

2.2 SELECTION OF BOILER PLANTS FOR THE STUDY

We selected boiler plants that represented three of the most common boiler types: ‘bent water tube’, ‘fire
tube’, and ‘atmospheric’. We also selected boiler plants that included the most common piping
configurations: reverse-return, reverse-return with 3-way valve and primary-secondary pumping with 3-way
valve. We also wanted to conduct the study on boiler rooms that were well maintained and in good working
order. The boiler plants studied belonged to Toronto Community Housing Company. They manage
hundreds of buildings and are sophisticated building managers who maintain their mechanical systems. We
are very grateful for their cooperation.

The boiler rooms selected were of the following types:
 Case study #1: two bent water tube boilers with motorized 3-way mixing valve and single pump

 Case study #2: two fire-tube boilers with multiple motorized 3-way mixing valves and multiple zone
pumps

 Case study #3: two atmospheric boilers with primary-secondary pumping and motorized 3-way mixing
valve

 Case study #4: four atmospheric boilers with reverse return pumping and single distribution pump.

2.3 METHODOLOGY

While each case study contained in this report addresses the problem of retrofitting FARC boilers in place

Fig. 1: Interior of a heat exchanger
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of differing boiler types and into differing piping arrangements, a common methodology was used.

A complete inspection was carried out of each central hot water plant,
noting the types, models, capacities and serial numbers of the boilers, as
well as the flow rate and rated head of each pump, details of the controls
and control valves, the circuitry of the piping and details of the distribution
system.

We then set to calculating the flows through each boiler. In subject central
plants containing boilers without modulating burners, the flows were
calculated by determining the temperature in and out of each boiler and

using the formula  “G= Q/500DT”, where G is the flow in US gallons, Q is

the boiler output capacity in btuh and DT is temperature rise through the

boiler in Fahrenheit degrees. As the formula demonstrates, the lower the flow - the higher the DT. In 2 of the

central plants studied modulating burners were installed on the boilers and in these cases the boiler output
‘Q’ is variable, so the flow was determined using a logging, ‘transit-time’ ultrasonic flow meter.

In all the central plants external temperature sensors with loggers were placed on the supply and return
piping of each boiler and on the return and supply legs of each motorized 3-way valves. Temperatures were
recorded fairly continuously every 15 minutes from October 2002 through to the end of the heating season
in the spring of 2003. Flow through the boilers of Case #1 and Case #2, both of which have modulating
boilers, was recorded with a transit-time ultrasonic flow meter with proprietary software. The readings were
logged using 4-20 mA output to a logger.

The loggers used were Onset data loggers. We used Onset’s proprietary software which they call ‘Boxcar
Pro’. This software graphs the data from the loggers and can export the data to MS Excel. The data logs
themselves cannot be permanently altered within the Boxcar software. This is for audit purposes. The
graphic read-outs included in this report are the results of this process.

Each logger has four channels, each with a capacity of 7,943 measurements. The sampling interval is user

selectable. Generally, we have used 15-minute intervals. The temperature probes are surface mounted to

the pipes with band clamps and covered with insulation. They have an operational range of –40°F to 240°F

with an accuracy of "0.9°F at 70°F, The drift is less than 0.2°F per year.

Fig. 2:  Onset logger

Fig. 3: Temperature Sensor
Installation

Fig.: 4 Flowmeter Sensor
Installation

Fig. 5: Recording Data from
Flowmeter
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF ‘FARC’ BOILERS

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF ‘FARC’ BOILERS

Fan-assisted radial-fired copper-tube (FARC) boilers have unique heat exchangers
composed of finned copper or copper alloy tubes arranged in a barrel configuration with
the burner firing up or down the middle of the barrel. There is a manifold at the top and
bottom of each of the heat exchangers. The manifolds are arranged so the boiler water
passes through a number of the copper tubes before moving to the supply connection
out of the boiler. The designs of the manifolds vary from manufacturer to manufacturer.
Some models have a flame retention screen. Some have modulating burners and
others have single or two stage burners. Most can be installed with conventional venting
or sealed combustion. FARC boilers are very compact due to their small heat
exchangers.

There are some high-efficiency condensing boilers that are very similar in construction
to FARC boilers. They are, in fact, standard FARC boilers with the addition of
secondary heat exchangers. We have not included a discussion of these condensing
boilers. Condensing boilers have limited application for heating retrofit because their

increased efficiency is dependent on having low temperature return water, lower than the return water
temperature available in most space heating or domestic hot water generation applications. The high-
pressure drop through the secondary heat exchanger and the fact that the main boiler has to be working for
the secondary heat exchanger to work further limits the application of this type of boiler.

3.2 EXAMPLES OF ‘FARC’ BOILERS

There are 5 manufacturers of FARC boilers that are active in Canada. They all make models with various
capacities, features and options. Examples of FARC boilers are:

 ‘Thermific’, ‘Mod-u-fire’ by Patterson-Kelley

 ‘Legend’ by A. O. Smith

 ‘Power-fin’ , ‘Power-fin II” by Lochinvar

 ‘Futera II’ , ‘Futura III’ by RBI

 ‘Dynaflame’ by Camus Hydronics Ltd

Fig. 7: RBI Futera II Boiler Fig. 8: PK Thermific Boiler Fig. 9: Lochnivar “Powerfin”

 

Fig 6. FARC
Heat
Exchanger
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3.3 ADVANTAGES OF ‘FARC’ BOILERS

FARC boilers are as energy efficient as any non-condensing boiler, and are much more efficient than the
older atmospheric boilers that they are often used to replace. FARC boilers are much smaller and lighter
than other boilers of similar capacity and efficiency. The table following shows a comparison between a
FARC boiler and other types of boilers.

Comparison of Dimensions and Weights for Typical 3 million Btuh (input) Boilers

Dimensions
Boiler Type

Width Length Height
Shipping Weight

FARC 75 cm (30") 86cm (34") 198 cm (78") 417 kg (920 lbs)

Cast iron sectional 104 cm (41") 254 cm (61") 155 cm (100") 2550 kg (5623 lbs)

Flexible water tube 109 cm (43") 198 cm (78") 198 cm (78") 2268 kg (5000 lbs)

Note: the above dimensions are rounded.

Most of the advantages of FARC boilers stem from their small size and light weight:

 They are small and light enough to be moved in an elevator and will fit through a standard doorway,

 They can be used where space is at a premium.

 They are light enough that they will not exceed the loading capacity of the floor in most cases. This is
often a concern in penthouse boiler rooms, particularly when atmospheric boilers are being replaced
since they are also relatively light. The floor slab might not always support cast-iron boilers, for
example, which could weigh 5 times as much as a FARC boiler.

 Unlike sectional cast iron boilers, which are generally limited to pressures of around 60 psi, they can
withstand relatively high water pressures, so they can usually be installed in high -rise buildings with
basement boiler rooms.

Often, when replacing atmospheric boilers in penthouse boiler plants, FARC boilers are the only higher
efficiency option when it is not practical to increasing the loading on the floor slab or when space is at a
premium.

3.4 LIMITATIONS OF FARC BOILERS

The limitations of FARC boilers stem generally from the same characteristics that are the source of their
advantages; they are small and light with correspondingly small heat exchangers.

 They have relatively small output capacities. FARC boilers may not be appropriate for large boiler
plants because they are not available in very large capacities. Most manufacturers have models up to 2
million btuh. One manufacturer makes a 3 million btuh model and is coming out with a 5 million btuh
model (these are input capacities, output capacities will be about 15% less). Although they can be
ganged together, a boiler plant requiring an output of 21 million btuh, for example, would require 14
units of 2 million btuh (input) FARC boilers (allowing for back-up), or 10 units of 3 million btuh (input)
boilers. The extra cost of many boilers with venting, gas-trains, connections, pumps, valves, etc. would
have to be considered.  A larger capacity cast-iron or bent water-tube boiler might be more practical.

 Service life for FARC boilers is difficult to predict.  It is difficult to predict the normal service life of a
FARC boiler. FARC boilers came on the market in the late ‘80’s in Canada. Most of those installed at
that time have since been replaced. Many failed in the first few years of service. On the other hand,
engineers and mechanics know more about how to install this class of boiler than they did in the 80’s
and 90’s. In contrast, there are many 30 year-old cast iron, fire-tube and water tube boilers still in
service. It is safe to assume that FARC boilers, even when properly installed, will have a shorter service
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life than the other boiler types mentioned, because FARC boilers have much higher flows through
much smaller heat exchangers. Atmospheric copper-tube boilers can also have a long service life,
although they are the least efficient of the boiler types. But because each component is replaceable,
many such boilers, which may appear to have been in service for 20 years for example, may have had
all of the components replaced except for the casing.

3.5 REQUIREMENTS OF FARC BOILERS

Flow Requirements

One of the common features of FARC boilers is that, because of the low water volume of the heat
exchangers, they can be easily damaged by low flow conditions. If sufficient flow is not maintained, the heat
exchanger will over-heat and could be damaged. For this reason all manufactuers recommend that
separate boiler circulator pumps be installed with their boilers and provide the data required to size the
pump. There are also limits to the amount of flow through the boilers because of the danger of increased

wear on the heat exchanger. For this reason, there are strict limits on the temperature rise (DT) through
FARC boilers. The maximum DT is also given by the manufacturer. The flow, of course, is related to the

temperature rise according to the formula:

Imperial     System International

Most FARC boilers are limited to a DT of 20 to 40 degrees F. On boilers of larger capacities, some

manufacturers will not recommend a DT as low as 20 degrees F.  Most cast iron and bent water tube

boilers will withstand DT’s between 10 and 100 degrees. This, of course, represents a huge variation in flow

permitted through these classes of boiler, which may not be appropriate for replacement FARC boilers.

Pumping Requirements

In contrast to other boiler types, the heat exchangers in FARC boilers are very small and feature narrower
flow channels. For this reason the pressure drop through these boilers (resistance to flow) is much higher
than through other classes of boiler including atmospheric boilers. Most FARC boiler manufacturers
recommend that the boilers be individually pumped and provide the data required to calculate the pump
size. The table following is an indication of the difference in pressure drop between typical 2 million btuh

(input) FARC boilers and other classes of boiler of similar capacity.

Example Boiler Type
Flow Required
(for 30 F Temp
Rise)

Pressure Drop
(ft of water)

RBI Futura III Fan-assist copper-fin 111.9 gpm 4.1

Camus Dynaflame Fan-assist copper-fin 111.9 gpm 4.1

DeDetrich GT 414 Cast iron sectional 114 gpm 0.12

Cleaver Brooks FLX 300 Flexible water tube 121 gpm 0.72

Q = 500 x (DT) x G

Where:
‘Q’ is the boiler output in btuh

(DT) is the temperature rise through the boiler in

Fahrenheit degrees.
’G’ is the flow rate  in US gallons per minute

Q = 4180 x (DT) x qw

Where:
‘Q’ is the boiler output in kW

(DT) is the temperature rise through the boiler in

Celcius degrees.
’q ’ is the flow rate  in litres/second
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Return Water Temperature Requirements

Most boilers, other than boilers designed for condensing conditions, have a minimum return water

temperature that they can withstand. This varies somewhat from model to model. Below the minimum

temperature there is likely to be some condensation of the combustion gases taking place, particularly

when the boiler first comes on. This condensation is corrosive enough to damage steel and iron boiler or

vent equipment. Generally the safe lower limit is the condensing temperature of natural gas-fired products

of combustion, which is about 130°F.  Some boilers will accept lower temperatures, but since condensation

is also likely to occur in the breeching and flues, these components must be designed for these conditions.

We believe 130°F is a prudent return water temperature for most conditions.

Fig 10. Interior of Flame Retention Screen
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4.0   CASE STUDIES

4.1 CASE STUDY #1

Description of Existing Central Hot Water System

This building is a 180 suite six-storey apartment building with a mix of bachelor and one-bedroom

apartments, located in downtown Toronto. The boiler plant is located in the mechanical penthouse. The

distribution system is made up of baseboard convectors with electric shut-off valves and wall-mounted

thermostats.

There are two Bryan (Model L56) bent water tube boilers with Iron Fireman Whirlpower modulating power

burners (4.2 million - 1 million btuh). The boilers are piped in parallel as indicated in the simplified schematic

diagram on the next page. They are not individually pumped. There is a motorized 3-way mixing valve,

which mixes cooler return water with hot water from the boilers to control the send-out temperature to the

distribution system. It is controlled by an outdoor reset control. A set of duplex pumps (110 gpm @ 25 ft

head each) circulates the water through both the distribution system and through the boilers. Domestic hot

water is generated by secondary heat exchangers integral to the Bryan boilers and piped to a storage tank

in the boiler room.

Results of Data Collection

Figure 11 on page 12 illustrates the effect of the motorized 3-way mixing valve which controls supply

temperature in this boiler room. Based on outdoor temperature and a reset schedule, the valve attempts to

vary the supply temperature to the distribution system, according to the heat loss of the building. It does this

by mixing cooler return water coming back from the distribution system with the hotter water from the

boilers.

The boilers are operated on their control limits. When the water temperature falls below a preset limit, about

145 F in this case, the lead boiler fires until the water temperature in the boiler reaches its upper limit. This

is set toward the upper end of the boilers operating range, around 180 F.  The second boiler lower limit is

set about 10 F above lead boiler.  In both boilers the power burners are modulating and able to supply heat

at any rate between 1 million and 4.2 million btuh. The firing rate of the burners is controlled, in most

installations like this, by the supply water temperature.

The water send-out temperature from the boilers is variable, ranging from 140 F to 180 F 1 in the sample

below. The outdoor reset control adjusts the motorized 3-way mixing valve to divert return water from the

boiler circuit to the distribution supply in order to achieve the temperature to the distribution system

determined by the reset schedule. This reduces the flow through the boilers. Reducing the flow through the
boilers increases the temperature rise, or DT, through the boilers. In this case, reducing the flow causes the

boiler water send-out temperature to increase until the boiler goes out on high limit. This is buffered

somewhat by the fact that the burners are modulating.

                                                       

1
Too low, even for these boilers
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SK-1: Single line diagram of existing systems in case study #1
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As the graph above (Figure 11) illustrates, the supply

temperature to the distribution loop jumps around a

bit as the valve modulates, hunting for the position

that will result in the right supply temperature. The

line size 3-way valve tends to work at the end of its

range because there is substantial pressure

difference between the ‘in’ legs of the valve (Fig. 12).

This leads to small movements of the valve resulting

in relatively large temperature changes in the supply

line. This leads to the valve overshooting the target

and causing large variations in the supply

temperature.

Figures 13 and 14 are part of a log of the flow

through the boiler taken by the flow meter and

logger. It demonstrates that the flow through the

existing boilers is varying, as the 3-way valve draws

more water from the return piping, there is less and

less water flowing through the boilers. Maximum

flow, 120 gpm, is indicated as 20 mA on this graph.

The relationship is linear and dividing 120gpm by

20mA gives 6gpm per mA, so the lowest reading at

16.5 mA would be 99 gpm.

These boilers are tolerant of variable flows because they hold a large amounts of water. There is no danger

that the flows will be low enough to cause overheating damage to the tubes in the boiler. In this case, the

return water temperature was maintained above the lower limit recommended by the boiler manufacturer.

Fig. 11: Monitoring Temperatures

Fig. 12:  Typical three way globe valve,
piped as used in case Study #1.
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Fig. 13: Close up of Meter Log showing variable flow through the boiler

Fig. 14: Flow meter log
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Implications for Replacing Case Study #1 Boilers with FARC Boilers

Case study #1 has a very simple circuit, if we will ignore the particulars of domestic hot water generation.

The main distribution pump continually pumps both boilers. Return water flow is split with part of the flow

going to the 3 way mixing valve and the rest to the boilers. As the outdoor temperature increases, the

outdoor reset control signals the 3-way valve to mix return water with the water from the boilers to lower the

supply temperature to the distribution system. This is a common control method, particularly in older

systems. The reason that there is variable flow is because the 3-way valve diverts some of the flow around

the boilers.

There is a second reason for variable flow in this system. The radiators in the heating distribution system

have electric shut-off valves controlled by local thermostats. It is possible, on mild days when most of the

convector valves are closed, to ‘dead head’ or at least increase the head on the pumps and drastically

reduce the flow through the circuit including the boilers.

Most manufacturers indicate that their boilers should be pumped separately in order to ensure a fixed rate

of flow, critical for long service life in FARC boilers. The actual heat loss of the building is about 2.2 million

btuh at design conditions. Below is a simplified schematic of this system modified to accept 3 new FARC

boilers, of about 0.8 million btuh output (each pumped separately) for a total output of 2.4 million btuh.

SK-2: CASE STUDY #1: FARC BOILERS IN CIRCUIT MODIFIED FOR PRIMARY-SECONDARY

PUMPING

P
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The piping arrangement shown in SK-1, however, does not eliminate the risk of variable flow through the

boilers. To prevent variable flow the piping circuit would have to be further modified, it is not sufficient to

simply pump each boiler separately.

If the flow from the main distribution pump (less the flow diverted by the 3-way valve) is reduced to less than

sum of the circulation pumps of the boilers, or boiler, that are firing, there could be reverse flow between the

return and supply pipes of the boiler. This will result in rapid boiler cycling.

There are several ways to prevent rapid boiler cycling from occurring. SK-2 illustrates one way; using an

additional pump and a 4-way valve to create a boiler loop and a distribution loop. The 4-way valve is

controlled by outdoor reset and can mix the part of the water from the distribution system with water from

the boiler. On the illustration, the B leg of the valve accepts return water from the distribution system and

mixes it between leg A (the return line to the boiler) and C (the supply to the distribution line). Leg D (from

the boiler supply) mixes water between C (the supply to the distribution line) and Leg A (back into the boiler

loop). This arrangement lets the 4-way valve reset the distribution temperature, without varying the flow

through the boilers.

The potential ‘dead heading’ of the pump can be dealt with in several ways. In the past, by-pass circuits

around the distribution pump or differential pressure relief valves have been used. Now that variable speed

drives have become economical, a variable speed drive could be used on the distribution pump motor,

controlled by differential pressure sensors. In our case, with a reverse return distribution system, the

pressure sensors are installed on the supply side of the last convector in the system and the return side of

the first convector.

SK-3:CASE STUDY #1: FURTHER CIRCUIT MODIFICATIONS TO ENSURE FLOW THROUGH THE BOILERS,
PREVENT DEADHEADING THE DISTRIBUTION PUMP AND ADDING DOMESTIC HOT WATER

P

P

P
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The last problem to be solved is to ensure the boilers will not rapid cycle because of too little water in the

boiler loop at times when the 4 way valve is closed, isolating the boiler loop from the distribution loop. A

certain amount of water is required in the boiler loop. Boiler run times should not be less than 3 minutes,

longer is better. This can be calculated by the formula:

Imperial System International

If ‘G’ is not sufficient to ensure that the boiler runs for at least 3 minutes, using larger piping or a buffer tank

can increase the volume of water in the system, which will increase boiler run time. In our example

G=(1,400,000 x 50%) / (20x500) = 70 Usgal. The piping in the boiler loop circuit is made up of 60 feet of 4"

pipe. 4" diameter steel pipe holds about .6613 gal/per linear foot. So the water content of our boiler loop is

about 40 gallons. This is somewhat short of the minimum water volume required to ensure the boilers will

not rapid cycle.

There are 3 ways to correct this cause of rapid cycling:

 Use a boiler with a burner that will modulate, to reduce the value ‘F’, (the firing rate) and consequently
‘Q’, the output of the boiler.

 Use larger piping for the boiler loop to increase the value ‘G’ (in our example, this will have a volume of
about 90 USgal).

 Use a buffer tank to increase the volume of water in the circuit.

This system will then meet our 3 basic requirements for the circuit:

 Proper flow through the boiler is ensured.

 Return water temperature to boilers can be controlled.

 A minimum boiler run time of 3 minutes is ensured.

G = (Q x F x M)/ (500DT)

G is the volume of water required in the boiler

loop in US gallons

Q is the maximum output of the smallest

boiler

F is the minimum firing rate of that boiler as a

percentage of Q

M is the desired minimum running time for the

boiler (not less than 3 minutes)

DT is the temperature rise across the boiler

G = (Q x F x M)/ (4180DT)

G is the volume of water required in the boiler

loop in m
3

Q is the maximum output of the smallest boiler in

kW

F is the minimum firing rate of that boiler as a

percentage of Q

M is the desired minimum running time for the

boiler in seconds (not less than 3 minutes)

DT is the temperature rise across the boiler in °C
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Fig. 15: Case Study #2 Boiler with
doors to heat exchanger open

4.2 CASE STUDY #2

Description of Existing System

Case study #2 is a senior’s building with 375 apartment units

and commercial tenants on the ground floor. It was built in 1969

and renovated in the early ’80s. The boiler plant dates from the

construction of the building and is on the top (18th) floor. The

distribution system is through baseboard convectors with

Danfoss thermostatic rad valves.

Both the heating and domestic hot water generation are

provided through two large fire-tube boilers: Power Master 200

HP and 250 HP, with Pendel Fuel Master burners). The boilers

were re-tubed 18 years ago and the west boiler has a new

burner. 

The building is divided into North and South zones. Each zone has a separate pump and a 3-way valve to

control the send-out temperature. The distribution pumps have 10 HP motors and are rated for 248 gpm at

80 ft head. The common area pump has a capacity of 380 gpm. There is no flow and head information

remaining on the DHW pumps. Control is provided by a RTS automation panel. The panel sequences the

boilers and controls the motorized 3-way mixing valves and the domestic water pumps. There is also a

spare pump and piping designed to allow the common area pump to substitute for either of the zone

pumps. There are by-pass circuits that were recently installed on the 2 main heating zones (not shown for

the sake of simplicity). They use motorized 2-way valves controlled by pressure sensors to allow water to

by-pass the distribution system when the pumps are ‘dead heading’ against closed thermostatic valves.

There is also a pump for the common area circuit, encompassing the ground floor and basement.

There are two domestic hot water storage tanks in the boiler room. There was once a tank in the basement,

but it has been taken out of service. The lower zone domestic hot water is now taken from one of the tanks

in the boiler room. The tanks have internal heat exchanger bundles and use water from the main boiler

plant for heat generation.

Fig. 17: Distribution PumpsFig. 16: Boiler Piping
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Results of Data Collection

The chart below (Figure 18) is a log of the water temperature in and out of each of the two boilers. The chart

on the next page (Figure 19) is an enlargement of part of the former chart. Both charts illustrate the cycling

of the boilers, showing the action of the two motorized 3-way mixing valves in moderating the distribution

zone temperatures. Of particular note is the low return water temperature at some intervals. This low

temperature return water does not make it back to the boilers because of the action of the domestic hot

water heating system. The domestic hot water heating system continuously takes water at the supply

temperature of 180°F or above and circulates it through the heat exchanger in the domestic water storage

tank then sends it back to return header of the boiler. This mixes with and raises the temperature of the

return water going into the boilers. The final graph of this section (Figure 20) illustrates the different thermal

loads of the two zones. The south zone, of course, picks up a higher solar load than the north side.

Fig 18: Boiler Supply and Return Temperatures
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SK-4: Single line diagram of existing systems in case study #2
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Fig. 19: Log of Zone Supply and Return Temperatures

Fig. 20: Close up of Boiler Supply and Return Temperatures
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Implications for Replacing Case Study #2 Boilers with FARC Boilers

The piping arrangement for Case Study # 2 is similar to Case Study #1, except there are 4 heating zones,

each with its own pump, and 2 domestic hot water heating zones. Once again, flow through the boilers is

pumped continuously. The actual maximum heat loss of the building is about 6.7 million btuh (not including

domestic hot water which adds potentially
2
 about 1.3 million btuh more). Assuming 4 FARC boilers will be

used to replace the 2 fire tube boilers, the simplified schematic would look like the following illustration. Note

that the FARC boilers are individually pumped in a primary-secondary configuration in this example.

SK-5: CASE STUDY #2: FARC BOILERS IN CIRCUIT MODIFIED FOR PRIMARY-SECONDARY

PUMPING

In SK-5, the flow through the boilers will be maintained. Only 2 of the zones have 3 way mixing valves. The

common area and garage zones have constant flow. The pumps to the domestic hot water tanks are cycled

according to demand, but there is flow much of the time because of the size of the building. To be safe, the

flow rate of the two pumps on the uncontrolled circuits and the minimum flow to the return header from the

circuits with the 3-way mixing valves must be greater than the sum of the individual boiler pumps. In the

illustration, even if flow to the north and south distribution zones is reduced by 50% through the action of the

                                                       

2
 ACTUALLY, IN A LARGE, WELL DESIGNED SYSTEM, THE DOMESTIC HOT WATER LOAD DOES NOT NECESSARILY REQUIRE ADDITIONAL BOILER CAPACITY BECAUSE THE MAXIMUM

HEAT LOSS DOES NOT OCCUR AT THE SAME TIME AS THE MAXIMUM DOMESTIC HOT WATER DRAW, AND BECAUSE THE SPACE HEATING CAN BE SACRIFICED FOR THE FEW MINUTES IT WOULD TAKE

TO BRING THE STORAGE TANKS UP TO TARGET TEMPERATURE.

D 

P
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3-way valves, the flow back to the boilers will still be over 800 gpm, well above the sum of the flows through

the operating boiler pumps. So in this example, our 3 requirements of the piping circuits will be met:

1. The proper flow through the boiler will be assured.

2. The return water to the boilers can be controlled to exceed 130 F. The water returning from the

distribution system of the 2 uncontrolled circuits will also tend to mix with the water from the

controlled circuits to prevent the return water from being to cold. Our data did not indicate low

return water temperatures except at start-up

3. The boilers will not rapid cycle because they have all the water in the system to work on.

Of course, the success of this circuit depends on several zones running ‘wild’, with no controls. Although

this was an acceptable practice when this building was built, it is not energy efficient by today’s standards.

A more elaborate, but more flexible and energy efficient installation would be to use a primary-secondary-

tertiary (PST) pumping system. This system would provide close temperature control for all of the zones

and the domestic hot water heating. The PST system creates independent distribution loops for each zone.

Heat is metered into each zone from the boiler loop by variable speed injection pumps or 4-way valves. The

basic schematic is shown below. Dead heading the pumps, caused by the thermostatic valves in the suites

closing, could be addressed through the use of variable speed drives on the distribution pumps controlled

by pressure sensors. A more detailed schematic is shown in Figure 22.

 

Fig. 21: Simplified PST System
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Fig. 22: Single line diagram of a PST System
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4.3 CASE STUDY #3

Description of Existing System

This is the smallest building of those studied. It is a five-

storey building consisting of 75 apartment units. The

building was built in the late 1960s. The distribution

system is made up of baseboard convectors. There are no

individual controls.

There are two Rendamax atmospheric boilers, each of

1,040,800 btuh input capacity. They are piped in an

unusual mix of reverse-return and primary-secondary

piping, as shown in SK-6, with each boiler having its own

individual circulator pump. There is a motorized 3-way

mixing valve to control the send-out temperature to the

distribution system. Domestic hot water is heated off the

main boiler loop through a heat exchanger.

In this boiler piping arrangement, a loop is formed so that

boiler water can flow around and through the boilers without going out to the distribution loop. Water

entering the distribution loop, from the boilers, is mixed with cooler water from the building returns to

moderate the temperature supplied.

The resulting return water to the boiler is lower than many boilers will tolerate. Although each boiler has its

own pump, both pumps operate continuously. We believe the concept of this piping design was to size the

sum of the boiler pumps larger than the distribution pump, forcing continuous flow through the by-pass.

Fig. 23: Atmospheric Rendamax
Boilers.
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SK-6: Single line diagram of existing systems in case study #3
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Results of Data Collection

The first of the following graphs (Figure 24) shows the supply and return temperatures of the boilers. The

following graph (Figure 25) is a closer look at the first graph. The return water temperature shown in Figure

24 and Figure 25 is lower than recommended by most FARC boiler manufacturers, and probably lower than

is recommended for the existing atmospheric boilers. The jagged lines are an indication of the same

temperature fluctuations seen in the other cases, perhaps as a result of the action of the 3-way valve.

Fig. 24: Graph showing the supply and return temperatures from the boilers.

The last graph in this section (Figure 26) graph shows the action of the motorized 3-way mixing valve. The

light blue represents the temperature of the return water coming back from the distribution system. The red

represents the temperature of the send-out temperature to the distribution system after the return water has

been mixed with the hotter water from the boilers. 

The return water temperature from the distribution system is higher than the return water to the boilers.

This is because the domestic hot water is heated by the return water between the 3-way valve and the

boilers. This is an obvious design error, resulting in insufficient domestic hot water at times as well as low

temperature back to the boiler.
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Fig. 25: Graph showing typical action of the mixing valve.

Fig. 26: Closer view of supply and return water temperatures from boilers

These boilers could be replaced with FARC boilers. The existing piping configuration does not result in

variable flow because of the pumping action of the domestic water heating system. The problem is the

temperature of the water returning to the boilers. The temperature dips below what many boilers will tolerate

when a large amount of heat is diverted to generate domestic hot water.
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Implications for Replacing Case Study #3 Boilers with FARC Boilers

Case #3 can be simplified to the schematic below. The basic idea of this system is that when port A is

closed, the water will circulate around the boiler loop. When port A is open, the water from the boilers will go

into the distribution system.

SK-7: CASE STUDY #3: FARC BOILERS REPLACING EXISTING BOILERS

This schematic puts the boiler pumps in series with the distribution pump with unpredictable results. Under

some conditions, the flow through the firing boiler could exceed the recommended maximums. The

consequence is that the flow of the distribution pump could also be variable. Therefore the return water flow

rate will also be variable and unpredictable. It is hard to say with certainly that this piping schematic would

result in constant predictable flows through the boilers.  The domestic hot water is on the return side of the

boiler. As a result the boiler supply temperature must be kept higher than if it were on the supply side.

P
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The following schematic is an improvement on SK-4. The boilers are re-piped to prevent them from being in

series with the distribution pump. A 4-way mixing valve is used so that the temperature of the distribution

loop can be lower than the boiler loop. The domestic hot water is on the supply side of the boiler loop to

give domestic hot water priority and so that temperature of the boiler loop can be kept lower in mild weather.

With this schematic, overheating in mild weather will be reduced because the distribution temperature can

be lower that the minimum allowable return water temperature to the boilers.

SK-8: CASE STUDY #3: SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC WITH 4-WAY VALVE

P
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4.4 CASE STUDY # 4

Description of Existing System

Case Study # 4 involves the boiler plant in a 284-unit apartment building. It is located in the mechanical

penthouse. The distribution system consists of baseboard convectors. There are two zones, east and west.

Each zone has a separate boiler system. The maximum heat loss for both zones is about 1.6 million btuh.

The domestic water is heated through an

independent system.

Each zone is connected in reverse return

configuration to two boilers. The boilers are

Raytherm Model 1080 WT atmospheric boilers with

an input capacity of 1,059,900 each. The boilers do

not have individual circulators. There is a single

system pump for each zone that circulates the water

through the boilers and the distribution pump. There

is a bypass system so that a third pump can be used

in case either of the system pumps fail. The pump

capacity for each zone is 85 US gpm. The controls

are basic. The boilers work on their limits. There is

no attempt to control the temperature to the

distribution system beyond that.

Fig. 27: Case Study #4
Raytherm Boilers
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SK-9: Single line diagram of existing systems in case study #4
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Results of Data Collection

The following graph (Figure 28) is a snapshot of the operation of the two boilers serving the east zone. This

data was taken in relatively mild weather and only one boiler is firing. Of note is the return water

temperature which is dipping too low to prevent flue gas condensation, consistently dropping below 120°F.

Another interesting feature of this graph is the DT across the boiler that is not firing. It is proof that heat is

lost by pumping through a boiler that is not firing. In this case, it loses between 3°F and 4°F, illustrating the

inefficiency of controlling boilers by return water temperature only.  In this system, when the return water

drops below 122°F, the boiler fires, sending the supply temperature to about 132°F. When the return water

comes back up to about 122°F again, the boiler shuts off.  The result is repeated wild temperature swings.

Fig. 28: Boiler Supply and Return Water Temperature
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Fig. 29: Boiler Supply and Return Water Temperatures over a period.

The second graph (Figure 29) displays a longer time span and indicates the low return water temperatures

that are common in this boiler plant. The dip in temperatures on Nov 21 is the result of a power failure that

knocked out the heating system briefly. 
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Implications for the Installation of FARC Boilers

The major concern for changing this boiler plant to FARC boilers is the continued incidence of low return

water temperatures. This will lower the life span of a FARC boiler (as well as the existing atmospheric

boilers). A single FARC boiler can be used to replace both of the existing atmospheric boilers on each zone.

A more conservative approach would be to use two smaller FARC boilers, in order to provide back up

should a boiler require servicing. Each boiler could be sized to handle 75% of the total load for the zone, or

600,000 btuh.

The existing boilers are piped in reverse return configuration. The higher pressure drop through FARC

boilers makes it advisable to convert the system to a primary-secondary system, with separate boiler

pumps. In this way the total head for the system pump will not be affected.

SK-10: CASE STUDY #4: FARC BOILERS IN CIRCUIT MODIFIED FOR PRIMARY-SECONDARY

PUMPING.

It is important to select a boiler type and DT that will result in boiler pumps that will not exceed the capacity

of the distribution pump. For example, according to current catalogue data for Camus Dynaflame boilers,
their Model 750 will require a flow of 36 gpm at 1.0 ft. head for 30°F DT. Using a DT of 20°F, however,

requires a flow of 62.9 gpm, which would exceed the flow from the distribution pump. The pump selection

P
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must be particularly accurate at the upper limit of acceptable temperature rise through the boiler. Water

temperature must be set higher to avoid low return temperatures to the FARC boilers and this leads to

overheating in the suites.

Of course, if one were redesigning the boiler room, it would make sense to use a primary-secondary-tertiary

pumping system combining both zones. In this way, 2 boilers could be used instead of four and there would

still be back-up capacity. Each zone could be controlled separately through the variable speed injection with

an outdoor resent controller. It would also solve the low return-water temperature problem. The send-out

temperature could still be kept low in the shoulder seasons to prevent overheating.

SK-11: CASE STUDY #4: FARC BOILERS IN CIRCUIT MODIFIED FOR PST SYSTEM.

D 

P
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The advantages of FARC boilers are compelling. In many cases they are by far the most cost-effective

choice for retrofit application because of their small size, lightweight and high-pressure rating. The low mass

of FARC boilers, however, presents specific challenges for their application because they hold very little

water. This low water content leads to more strict requirements for flow and temperature rise across their

heat exchangers and demands measures for the prevention of rapid cycling. Of the four typical boiler plants

studied, only one would accept FARC boilers without significant re-piping of the boiler circuit. Even that

boiler room would require re-piping to maximize energy efficiency. 

Ensure Proper Flow with Proper Pumping

The rates of water flow through FARC boilers are critical for long service

life.  Three of the four boiler plants studied used the main circulating

pumps to provide flow through the boiler, an approach which works for

boilers with less stringent flow requirements and lower pressure drops

than FARC boilers. It seems that FARC boilers must have their own

circulation pumps because FARC boilers require flows within narrow

limits and have high pressure drops. Most manufacturers recommend

that they have their own circulation pumps and not rely on existing

system pumps. It is particularly unlikely that an existing system pump

would have the head to make up for the high pressure drop of a FARC

boiler. Individual boiler pumps that are interlocked with the burner also

reduce standby losses because water does not flow through boilers that

are not firing.

The FARC boiler circulation pump must be accurately sized.

Manufacturer’s flow and head data are for the boiler only. The head of

the pump is not only a function of the pressure drop through the boiler,

but the sum of the pressure drops across all of the fittings on the return and supply piping to and from the

boiler. This will often include a check valve, several shut-off valves, maybe a screen filter, some piping and

some elbows, etc. It is common for these fittings and piping to add about 10 feet of head to the boiler pump.

One alternative is to use slightly larger pump and a balancing valve or automatic flow control valve to fine-

tune the flow through the boiler. This could add about another 3 feet of head to the pump above and

beyond what is allowed for piping losses.

The actual flow requirements and pressure drop through the FARC boilers vary according to boiler capacity

and from manufacturer to manufacturer depending on minor differences in the design of the heat

exchanger. It is important to get the latest flow requirements and pressure drop data from the

manufacturer’s representative.  We suggest not trusting the published catalogue data or internet data

without first contacting the boiler rep to find out if it is current.

Avoid Reverse Flow and Rapid Cycling

Rapid cycling, boilers cycling on and off more than, say, every 3 minutes, will lead to increased wear and

tear, and higher fuel costs. It is a sign that something is wrong. There are two possible primary causes of

rapid cycling:

 Poor flow through the boilers causing the boiler to trip out on high limit because the temperature rise is
too high.

 The boilers switching off at the high limit because the target temperature is reached too quickly.

Fig 30: Boiler with Filters
showing
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G = (Q x F x M)/ (500DT)

‘G’ is the volume of water required in the
boiler loop in US gallons
‘Q’ is the maximum output of the smallest
boiler
‘F’ is the minimum firing rate of that boiler
as a percentage of Q
‘M’ is the desired minimum running time
for the boiler (not less than 3 minutes)

‘DT’ is the temperature rise across the

boiler

G = (Q x F x M)/ (4180DT)

G is the volume of water required in the boiler

loop in m
3

Q is the maximum output of the smallest boiler in

kW

F is the minimum firing rate of that boiler as a

percentage of Q

M is the desired minimum running time for the

boiler in seconds (not less than 3 minutes)

DT is the temperature rise across the boiler in °C

Pumping Problems.

Poor flow is usually a problem with a blockage (we have found coffee cups and all manner of junk in the

pipes left by welders and mechanics), pump failure, or, as has happened, bad pressure drop data from the

manufacturer.

Boiler Capacity/Thermal Mass Mismatch

The boiler can also go out on high limit because of insufficient water in the system. Boilers will operate only

until they have raised the water to the setpoint. If there is insufficient water in the system, or if the minimum

fire of the boiler is too great, the boiler will rapid cycle. Some high-efficiency piping circuits can isolate the

boiler circuit from the distribution circuit under some conditions, such as circuits using injection systems or

4-way valves. A certain amount of water is required in the boiler loop to maintain minimum run times. This

can be calculated by the formula:

One way to avoid rapid cycling is to increase

the water content of the boiler loop by increasing the pipe length and/or diameter or to add a buffer tank. As

is apparent from the formula, the minimum run time is also a function of the minimum output of the smallest

boiler. This leads to another set of solutions: select a boiler with a smaller capacity, select a boiler with a

low-fire stage or a boiler with modulating burner. This set of solutions act by decreasing ‘Q’ or increasing ‘F’.

It is apparent that FARC boilers should be sized correctly. It is common for old boiler plants to be grossly

oversized or sized for 100% redundancy, as was the case with Case Studies #1 and #2. Replacing them

with multiple boilers of similar aggregate capacity rather than doing a heat loss calculation is potentially

wasteful and problematic. Some back-up capacity is desirable, of course, in case of breakdown. If the

lowest boiler stage (lowest modulation or stage of the smallest boiler) is too large for the lightest load, rapid

cycling will result.
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Reverse Flow Across the Boiler Return and Supply Legs

There are conditions that, under some circumstances, could cause the flows to reverse between the return

and supply legs of the boilers (see illustration following). The inevitable result of this is rapid cycling.

In extreme cases, the boiler pumps could end up

with greater aggregate capacity than the distribution

pumps resulting, in reversed flow between the

supply and return legs of the boiler piping.

Some distribution systems restrict flows under

certain conditions. Thermostatic rad valves,

thermostatically controlled electric rad valves and

some configurations of fan coils with 2-way valves

can all restrict flow through the distribution system

in mild weather. This can also reduce the flow

through the boilers in a simple primary-secondary

system. If this is

the case, a more

sophisticated system must be designed that will separate the flow in the

boiler loop from the flow in the distribution loop.

Motorized 3-way mixing valves, particularly line-sized mixing valves,

should be regarded with caution. Our investigation showed that these

valves divert water from the boiler circuit, causing variable flow. Having

individual boiler pumps is not sufficient protection against this.  If there is

insufficient flow through the header, the flows could be reversed.  If a

mixing valve is required, consider a motorized 4-way valve and extra

pump. These valves can control the send-out temperature to the

distribution system without restricting the flow to the boilers. These

valves are not as common as 3-way valves. Manufacturers of 4-way

valves are Tekmar, Viessmann and Tour & Anderson.

Maintain positive pressure in the FARC boiler.

There must always be positive pressure in the boilers. Low pressures areas can lead to steam bubbles

forming within the heat exchanger, which constrict the flow and can lead to failure of the heat exchanger.

Under normal conditions, if proper practices are followed, this will not happen. However, proper practices

are not always followed. Causes of low pressure in the heat exchanger include:

 Installing the expansion tank on the supply side of the main circulating pump rather than on the

suction side without sizing it appropriately (on the suction side, the head of the pump is subtracted

from the system pressure, on the supply side, the head of the pump has to be added the system

pressure).

 Installing the boiler circulation pump on the supply side of the boiler instead of on the return-water

side.

flow can reverse
in this area
under some
conditions

BOILER

PUMP

Fig. 32: 4-way mixing valve
(shown without actuator)

Fig. 31: The Potential for Reverse Flow
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 Conditions where the suction of a large main circulation pump overcomes the pressure of the

smaller boiler circulation pump (particularly if the boiler supply and return take-offs from the main

boiler loop are far apart).

It is important, as with any boiler plant design, to do a pressure diagram detailing the water pressure at each

critical point in the system.

Other Pumping Issues

Avoid circuits that put pumps in series. Pumps in series will interfere with each other. This could result in

over pumping the boilers. Make sure that the supply and return piping to the boiler join the main circuit as

close together as possible, certainly no greater than 12" apart. If the pressure drop between the supply and

return is significant, it has the effect of allowing the distribution pump and the boiler pump to interfere with

each other.  This is very important.

Protecting the Boiler Against Low Return Water Temperatures

Protect the Boilers from Low Return Water

Temperatures. Low return water temp can cause

condensation of the flue gases. This acidic condensate

can damage the exhaust flue components as well as

any other boiler components it comes in contact with.

There are three possible solutions to this problem:

 Control the supply temperature so that the return

water is always kept above minimum

temperatures recommended by the manufacturer.

This, of course, can result in overheating the

building depending on the distribution system.

 Use a piping circuit such as the PST system (see

page 41) that will ensure that the return water

temperature to the boiler is always above the minimum

recommended by the manufacturer, regardless of

water temperature coming back from the distribution system.

 Use a shunt across the supply and return piping to the boiler that will divert some of the hot supply

water over to the boiler to the return, to raise its temperature. This should be installed with a controller

to maintain return water temperatures above the minimum allowable. The example below shows a 3-

way valve. A 2-way mixing valve could also be used.

Avoid Freezing the Heat Exchanger

Most FARC boilers can be direct-vented. In a direct-vented application, the combustion air is drawn in from
the outside into the intake fan. The intake fan does not run all the time, but comes on before the burner
fires. If the burner repeatedly fails to ignite and the fan continues to run, the heat exchanger could freeze if
the outdoor air is cold enough. Similarly, if the circulation pump fails but there is sufficient convective flow to
move enough water to activate the internal flow switch, the heat exchanger can freeze. Freezing can also
be precipitated by airflow through the boiler because of pressure differences between the air intake and
exhaust (for example, if the intake is on a windward wall and the exhaust on the roof).

There are several strategies to deal with this. One is to keep the circulation pumps running rather that have
them turn off when the boiler is not firing.  This will increase the stand-by losses of the boiler, of course.

Controlled by return
temperature into boiler

Fig. 33: Protecting the Boiler with a Shunt
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Another is to interlock the pumps and the fan so that the boiler pump will run whenever the fan is operating.
The boiler manufacturer should be asked how they avoid freezing the heat exchanger.

Measures for Dirty Environments

Fan assisted burners are prone to sucking in debris from a dusty boiler rooms. The fan assemblies and

flame retention screens of FARC boilers are more susceptible to damage from dirt than most power

burners. Dirt clogs the screen and throws off the air-gas ratio, affecting combustion and potentially

damaging the boiler. Some manufacturers offer air filters on their boilers. If the boiler room is very dirty, and

we have seen boiler rooms with dirt floors, consider direct venting (also called sealed combustion) in which

the combustion air is brought from the outside directly to the boiler fan.

Measures for Dirty System Water

Consider using screens or filters in systems that have scale or other particulates in the boiler water.  The

heat exchangers in FARC boilers are smaller and more easily clogged with debris than larger boilers. It is

prudent to install in-line screen filters, particularly in older systems that might be particularly dirty.  Some

boilers have tappings that could be used to flush out the heat exchangers if necessary.

Provide Adequate Instrumentation

The flow and temperature through FARC boilers are important to achieving the maximum service life. The
flow is simple to calculate if there is a thermometer on the supply and one on the return of each boiler. The
flow through the boiler is inversely proportional to the temperature rise through the boiler. The higher the
temperature rise, the lower the flow. If the temperature difference between the return water in and the
supply water out (the DT) at high fire is known, then it can be compared with the manufacturer’s data to

ensure it is within the design limits. The flow in US gallons can be calculated using the formula:

G = Boiler output in btuh / ((Temperature Out -Temperature In) x 500)
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Designing for Maximum Energy Efficiency

Many buildings are overheated in the shoulder seasons, particularly those heated with radiators, convectors

or radiant panels.  This is unavoidable unless the supply temperature to them can be lower than the

allowable return water temperature to the boilers. The baseboard convectors, for example, might ideally

have a supply temperature of 100 F, but this is too low a temperature to return to the boiler.

To avoid overheating and to maximize the energy efficiency of the system, consider a system utilizing a 4-

way mixing valve or primary-secondary-tertiary pumping (PST) with injection.  These systems allow the

send-out temperature to the distribution system to be lower than the return water to the boilers.

The PST system can be used for multiple zones that require different temperatures and can be used to

heat domestic hot water, thus saving capital and maintenance costs by eliminating a separate boiler

system.

In the PST system, the distribution loop can be any temperature. In fact, different zones can be different

temperatures. Because of this, one can use a single to heat zones with different requirements; the same

boiler plant can heat domestic hot water, supply rooftop makeup air units, garage ramps, heated walkways

or any other device using a hot water energy source.

Fig. 34: The PST System (simplified)
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APPENDICES

DEFINITIONS

The following are terms used in this report:

Atmospheric boiler. A boiler with an open burner tray, often with a finned

copper-tube heat exchanger.

Bent water tube boiler. A boiler with a power burner that heats water flowing

through steel tubes

DP (Delta P). The difference between water pressure in and water pressure out,

also known as pressure drop.

DT (Delta T). The difference between the water temperature into a boiler or

other device and water temperature out.

Distribution System. This is the part of the heating system that heats the

occupied spaces. Commonly in residential buildings, the distribution system

is made up of radiators, baseboard convectors or fan coils.

Fire tube boiler. Usually a large boiler with a power burner that heats water

by sending combustion gases through tubes passing through a water filled

vessel.

GPM. Gallons per minute. For the purposes of this report, this is in U.S.

gallons per minute. This is the industry norm.

Motorized 3-way mixing valve. This is a valve that mixes two streams of water into one supply stream. They are

commonly used in heating systems to mix cooler return water with hotter boiler water to control the water temperature

the distribution system.

Outdoor reset control. This is a controller that senses outdoor temperature with a temperature sensor and uses that to

control the supply water temperature to the distribution system. This is done through a motorized 3-way mixing valve o

other device.

Pressure drop. See DP( Delta P).

Return water temperature. The temperature of water coming back into a

boiler. Most boilers, other than boilers designed for condensing conditions,

have a minimum return temperature they can withstand without damage or

shortening their service life.

Supply temperature. The temperature of water leaving a boiler, a boiler plant

or the temperature of water going to a distribution system.

FIRE TUBE  BOILER

BENT WATER TUBE  BOILER
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